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National Audit Office Value for Money indicators (procurement) 
 
 
Primary indicators 
Primary indicator 1 Total cost of the procurement function:  a) Cost of the 


procurement function as a percentage of organisational running 
costs (expenditure); and  b) Cost of procurement function as a 
percentage of non-pay expenditure. 
 


Primary indicator 2 Actual spend committed against pre-established contract 
arrangements as a percentage of non-pay spend. 
 


Primary indicator 3 Percentage of non-pay spend which is actively managed by 
procurement professionals. 
 


Primary indicator 4 Average (weighted) savings achieved through procurement for 
the 5 largest procurement projects delivered in the previous 
financial year. 
 


Primary indicator 5 Commissioner and user satisfaction index - a composite 
indicator compiled from the responses to a set of statements by 
commissioners and users.   
 
Commissioner statements:   
• The Procurement function supports the overall objectives of 
the organisation.  
• The Procurement function is proactive in sourcing goods and 
supplies which represent best value.  
• The Procurement function provides appropriate advice and 
support on major strategic procurement projects.  
• The Procurement function is responsive to my ad hoc needs.  
• The Procurement function provides value for money.   
 
User statements:   
• There is a consistent and easy to follow process for ordering 
goods and supplies.  
• The goods and supplies that we are given are of appropriate 
quality.  
• Technology is used to make the process of ordering and 
paying for goods easy and efficient.  
• The Procurement function is responsive when I need help in 
sourcing or ordering goods and supplies.  
• The Procurement Function is helping staff to develop their 
skills in relation to the procurement process. 
 


Primary indicator 6 Management practice indicator – the number of practices that 
have been adopted by the organisation out of a possible total of 
10:   
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1) The individual with lead responsibility for procurement is a 
member of, or reports directly to, the organisation’s Senior 
Management Team, and there is a Board /Cabinet member with 
responsibility for procurement.   
 
2) Customer satisfaction surveys are undertaken at least 
annually to understand user views on the added value brought 
about by the professional procurement function, with the results 
published internally and fed into an improvement plan which is 
regularly monitored.   
 
3) Future demand for goods and services is forecast on at least 
an annual basis alongside analysis of new technology and 
commodities, and emerging market developments, both of 
which inform the organisation’s procurement strategy and 
results in a prioritised work-plan for the next 12 months.   
 
4) Specific and measurable targets have been set in relation to 
the cashable and non-cashable benefits to be delivered by 
procurement, and the organisation can demonstrate that at least 
85 per cent of targets were met for the previous financial year.  
 
5) Specifications for high value purchasing decisions are made 
based on a detailed understanding of the total cost of ownership 
(TCO) (also known as whole life costs).  
  
6) The organisation keeps a comprehensive and cross 
referenced record of all contracts worth over £10,000, which can 
be sorted (at least) by supplier and by contract end date.   
 
7) Benchmarking data from both public and private sector 
sources is actively used to undertake price comparisons on key 
goods and services.   
 
8) The organisation has identified and developed strategic 
partners for collaborative procurement and can demonstrate 
measurable cashable benefits over the previous 12 months from 
this collaboration (in larger organisations this will include having 
facilitated collaborative procurement with smaller organisations). 
 
9) The organisation has clearly defined ethical procurement 
standards in place which are in line with the CIPS Ethical Code 
and which are actively applied and monitored across the 
organisation, with any breaches recorded and acted upon.   
 
10) A rolling programme is in place to develop procurement 
skills and capabilities across the organisation at all levels. 
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Secondary indicators 
Secondary indicator 1 Professionally qualified procurement employees (FTEs) as a 


percentage of total procurement employees (FTEs). 
 


Secondary indicator 2 Average invoice value. 
 


Secondary indicator 3 Number of the organisation’s top 10 suppliers (by spend value) 
who have a formal partnership / framework agreement with the 
organisation. 
 


Secondary indicator 4 The percentage of non-pay spend that is channelled directly 
through SMEs (Small and Medium sized Enterprises). 
 


Secondary indicator 5 The percentage of total non-pay spend channelled through 
collaborative procurement arrangements with other buying 
organisations. 
 


Secondary indicator 6 Management of supplier base: a) Average spend per accredited 
supplier; b) Percentage of total non-pay spend represented by 
the top 20 per cent of suppliers (by value); and c) Percentage of 
suppliers on an accredited list with no orders in the previous 12 
months. 
 


Secondary indicator 7 The use of technology within procurement: a) The percentage of 
total goods and services spend that is sourced electronically; 
and b) The percentage of total goods and services spend 
managed through e-Purchasing. 
 


Secondary indicator 8 Benchmarking a defined set of goods: a) Relatively low value 
generic items applicable to all sectors; and b) Relatively high 
value specific items applicable to a specific sector (to be 
developed). 
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REPORT TO:  British Transport Police Authority 


DATE:  11 March 2010 


SUBJECT:  HMIC Police Report Card and Value for Money Profile 
SPONSOR:  Chief Constable 


AUTHOR:  Simon Peel 


 


1. PURPOSE OF PAPER 
1.1 To update members on recent discussions between British Transport Police (BTP), British 


Transport Police Authority (BTPA) and Her Majesty’s inspectorate of Constabulary (HMIC) 


regarding the new HMIC Police Report Card and Value for Money (VfM) profile and to inform 


discussion of next steps. 
 


2. BACKGROUND 
2.1 The BTPA Chair and Chief Executive have indicated their desire to develop the BTPA’s ability to 


hold BTP to account in terms of performance, in both operational and organisational terms, and 


to use comparative and benchmarking data within this process. The Chief Constable fully 


supports this development and is keen that comparative and benchmarking data be used to 


compare BTP’s performance with that of similar organisations. 


 


2.2 As part of the development of this agenda, the BTPA Chair and Interim Chief Executive recently 


met with HMIC and discussed the possibility of creating a bespoke version of the Police Report 


Card and VfM profile for BTP to facilitate comparisons between BTP and Home Office forces, 


improve information provision to external stakeholders, and provide an additional performance 


management and review tool for both BTP and the BTPA. 


 


2.3 HMIC’s inspection programme for BTP has evolved continually over the last seven years. In 


2003-04, HMIC inspected BTP using a ‘whole force’ inspection methodology. In 2005-06, 


Baseline Assessments were conducted.  BTP was inspected against Citizen Focus, Reducing 
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Crime, Investigating Crime, Promoting Safety, Providing Assistance, Resource Use and 


Leadership and Direction received gradings on a scale of Good, Fair and Poor. 


 


2.4 In April 2006, HMIC changed its focus and commenced the first of what was intended to be a 


four phase inspection programme. Phase One covered Performance Management, Protecting 


Vulnerable People and Contact Management.  Phase Two covered Major Crime, Serious and 


Organised Crime and Neighbourhood Policing. Phase Three covered Civil Contingencies, 


Critical Incidents and Public Order, and was completed in December 2008.  At this point the 


phased inspections were discontinued. 


 


2.5 HMIC’s role changed following the 2009 White Paper on policing; it has now become a more 


public-facing inspection agency.  In line with this, it has developed a methodology based on 


Police Report Cards and VfM profiles. The Police Report Card consists of the following areas: 


Local Crime and Policing, Protection from Serious Harm, Confidence and Satisfaction and Value 


for Money (including Staffing and Costs). 


 


2.6 For each of these inspection methodologies, BTP has needed to adapt its data collection activity 


and inspection management process to fulfil the needs of the relevant methodology. There are 


also annual costs associated with HMIC’s inspection activity. For example, it cost approximately 


£80,000 in 2008 – the last year which has been paid for to date.  BTPA’s budget for HMIC 


activity in 2010-11 is £82,000. 


 


2.7 Police Report Cards are written for the public; they will be published on HMIC’s website and will 


form part of a continual assessment process.  The results of all previous and new inspections 


will form the evidence for the Police Report Card. VfM profiles are intended for police and police 


authority use. They are not currently intended to be public documents, though HMIC have 


indicated that this will be reviewed and that they may be made available to the public in the 


future. The first iteration of Police Report Cards for Home Office forces are due to be published 


on 11 March. They will contain gradings on all of the domains except Staffing and Costs. 
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3. NEXT STEPS 
3.1 BTP SDD and Command Support staff recently met with HMIC to discuss how a bespoke BTP 


version of the Police Report Card and VfM profile could be developed, following their meeting 


with the BTPA Chair and Chief Executive.  


 


3.2 SDD has since conducted an initial assessment of both documents to establish which sections 


apply to BTP (and what data is available) and to provide an initial overview of how the Police 


report Card and VfM profile could be tailored to BTP.   


 


3.3 This research established that both documents would need to be substantially different to the 


Home Office template to properly reflect the nature of BTP, its activities and its operating 


context. Appendix A provides examples of how the Police Report Card could be tailored to BTP, 


with details of the changes made from the standard HMIC template for Home Office forces. 
 
3.4 The most common reason for the differences to the template for Home Office forces for the 


Value for Money profile is that BTP cannot provide any data in terms of ‘per head’ or ‘per 


thousand population’. This is an important difference, as a central purpose of the methodology is 


to enable comparisons between forces; this is done by converting a large amount of the data 


supplied into such a ratio, so that these ratios can be compared across different forces.  
 


3.5 There are also other notable differences in both documents, such as policing activities and crime 


types that are not relevant to BTP (such as road policing), and, more importantly, core BTP 


activities that are not included, such as fatality management, cable theft and route crime. Other 


differences include the lack of British Crime Survey data for confidence measures for BTP, 


differences in funding arrangements and some differences in organisational structure. 
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3.6 Given these significant differences, BTP has undertaken to carry out more work, in partnership 


with HMIC and BTPA, to develop a methodology which is more appropriate to BTP’s unique 


operating environment.  It is intended that an early draft of this methodology is presented to the 


full BTP meeting in May so that Members have an opportunity to view and discuss the proposed 


methodology.  Subject to the agreement of the BTPA Annual Plan, it is proposed that the BTPA 


Review Group guide BTP in the development of the new assessment framework so that the 


requirements of the Authority can be taken into account at the earliest stage. 


 


3.7 Possible examples of benchmarking indicators that could be reviewed and adapted for use by 


BTP as part of this process include the National Audit Office’s Value for Money indicators. An 


example of these indicators (the NAO VfM indicators for procurement functions) is attached at 


Appendix B. 


 


4. RECOMMENDATIONS 
4.1 That Members note the contents of the Paper. 


 


4.2 Subject to the agreement of the BTPA Annual Plan, that the BTPA Review Group guide BTP in 


the development of a new assessment framework. 
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PROTECTION FROM SERIOUS HARM  
 
While the bulk of policing activity happens in the railway environment, with a small number of people present a serious 
danger. The threat they pose is not always visible to the public but the potential impact is great. Such threats include: 
 
• Major crime - such as murder and serious violence  
• Serious organised crime - such as drug and human trafficking 
• Serious sexual assaults – such as rapes 
• Terrorism 
• Cable offences 
• Level crossings  
• Fatality management 
 
Overall picture  
 


Major crime 
 
  Serious organised crime  
 


Serious sexual assault including rape 
 
  Combating terrorism 
 
  Cable offences 
 
  Level crossings 
 
  Fatality management 
 
What does BTP do well? 
 
Where does BTP need to improve? 
 
What action is BTP taking to improve?


Comment [SP1]: Cable 
offences, level crossings and 
fatality management added to 
HMIC template for Home Office 
forces.  Sex offenders monitored 
in the community removed. 
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CONFIDENCE AND SATISFACTION 
 
In 2009 the Government introduced a ’single confidence target’ jointly for police and local authorities, which is 
measured by the British Crime Survey (BCS).  BTP do not have a similar partnership with local authorities, and BTP’s 
“residential” population (i.e. rail passengers and rail staff) is not covered by the BCS.  As such, BTP has defined its own 
measure of public confidence – perceptions of safety and security – which will be monitored using the National 
Passenger Survey (NPS).  This is a national survey run by Passenger Focus, and includes questions on perceptions of 
safety, security, crime and ASB, and perceptions of BTP.  As the NPS does not cover London Underground Area, a 
BTP-designed survey will be used to provide data on the same questions.  An additional rail staff survey will assess the 
perceptions of this key stakeholder group.   
 
Separately, there is a government requirement for all police forces in England and Wales to conduct satisfaction 
surveys with members of the public, that is, victims who have had contact with the police.  In BTP, this survey is run 
with victims of theft, vehicle crime, violent crime and racial crime.  Respondents are asked how satisfied they were with 
the overall level of service they received.  In addition, the satisfaction levels of white and black and minority ethnic 
(BME) victims are compared. 
 
Overall assessment  
 
How well is BTP delivering its Policing Pledge?   
 
Hyperlink to full BTP Pledge report 
 
What does BTP do well?  
 
What does BTP need to improve?   
 
What action is BTP taking to improve? 
 
How well is BTP performing on public confidence and satisfaction?  
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Single 
confidence 


target 


How the police 
deal with things 


that matter to the 
community 


Perception of 
level of anti-


social 
behaviour   


UserGeneral / 
victim user 
satisfaction  


White/BME 
user 


satisfaction


     


 
 
 


Single confidence 
target (perceptions 


of safety and 
security) 


Would you say the 
amount of crime and 
anti-social behaviour 


at x station has 
changed over the 


past year? 


Taking everything 
into account, how 
good a job do you 


think BTP are doing 
at x station? 


Victim user satisfaction  White/BME user 
satisfaction 


X% (fairly good/very 
good) 


X% (little less/lot less) X% (good/excellent) X% (fairly satisfied/very 
satisfied/completely 


satisfied) 


X% (fairly 
satisfied/very 


satisfied) 
 


BTP Policing Pledge 
Pledge 1: Always treat you fairly with dignity and respect, ensuring you have fair 
access to our services at a time that is reasonable and suitable for you. 


 


Pledge 2: Respond to incidents that require a police presence in a manner that helps 
keep travel disruption to a minimum. 


 


Pledge 3: Answer emergency calls as soon as possible, giving you an estimated time 
of arrival and getting to you safely. 


 


Pledge 4:  Allocate our resources to target local concerns and priorities through local 
monthly meetings with the railway industry and regular engagement with passengers 
and their representatives. 


 


Pledge 5: Agree annual local operational policing priorities with our partners and 
publish them within our Area policing plans. 


 


Pledge 6: Provide updates on local crime and policing issues through the monthly 
publication of crime maps, which will illustrate crime levels and trends at each station. 


 


Pledge 7: Where we have Neighbourhood Policing Teams, provide you with 
information so you know who your dedicated team is, where they are based, how to 


 


Comment [SP2]: Original 
HMIC / Home Office force 
version 


Comment [SP3]: BTP 
alternative version 
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contact them and how to work with them. We will ensure that Neighbourhood Policing 
Teams and other police patrols are visible at times when they will be most effective 
and when you tell us you need them most. Teams will not be taken away from your 
neighbourhood business more than absolutely necessary. They will spend at least 
80% of their time in your neighbourhood, tackling local priorities. 
Pledge 8: Make the railway safer by working with station operators to implement the 
Secure Stations Scheme. 


 


Pledge 9: Provide a quality service to victims of crime on the railway. If you are a 
victim of crime on the railway, we will keep you informed about the progress of your 
case by updating you at least on a monthly basis until the case is closed. 


 


Pledge 10: Deal with you in a polite, professional and efficient manner whenever you 
come into contact with us. 


 


Pledge 11: Acknowledge any dissatisfaction with the service you have received within 
24 hours of reporting it to us. To help us fully resolve the matter, we will discuss with 
you how it will be handled, give you an opportunity to talk in person to someone about 
your concerns and agree with you what will be done about them and how quickly. 


 


 
 





